NASSAU COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT. INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLAN
Meeting Datet t2/05/20L2

Student Name

RELATED SERVICES (check ail the

appty) lIrue

Initiation Date Duration Date Frequency
L2/0s/20!2
12/05/2013 4x 15 min per week

fir Occupational Therapy

r
fiF

Physical Therapy

12/os/20L2

Assistive Technology

Therapy/campus
Therapy/campus

t2/05/2012

72/Os/2013 30 min/wk
12/05/2013 Monthly

12/5/2012

t2/s/2013

:o/from school

Campus

Speech Therapy

t

Language Therapy

t

Special Transportation

W

- complete

{

Special Transportation form
Orientation & Mobility

?

Counseling

t:

Behavior Support Services

daily

School/Remote

Health Care Services - Date:
ication Services - Code:

Mec

r

Per plan

School

Per Prescription

School

Other
SUPPLEMENTARY AIDS AND

SERVICES

ilTTTN

Initiation Date Duration Date

(check ail the appty)

17

Location

Additional classroom support - provide specifics
on Supplementary Page form

72/s/2012

s/12/20t3

Frequency

Location

total school

daily

c

I
I

SUPPORT FOR SCHOOL PERSONNEL$frNA

TYPE oF PHYSTCAL

EDucATrot'{:

Initiation Date Duration Date

l-] Regular ffi

Specially designed (specify on Supptementary

page)

Frequency

Location

fi waiu", 1l NA (watk-in)

LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT: Describe the extent to which the student will not pafticipate with non-disabled students in
the
regular class and non-academic extra curriculum activities: t)ttn 1in regular education full time)
Language Therapy
due to the need to improve language skills
Academic Support
due to the need to increase academic skills
occupational rherapy
due to the need to improve access to curriculum.
Physical Therapy
due to need tg improve transition skills,safe mobility,gross motor skills
PLACEMENT OPTIONS
Options considered and/or rejected are listed in placement options below. Tests, records, and repofts used as a basis for this proposal
are listed in present level statements and evaluation reports. Other placements did not provide the least restrictive environment or

appropriate program. Placement option selected must match current level of educational services as documented in the

student's ESE file.

fl

Regular class (80-100o/o of time with non-disabled peers)
{-* Resource room (40-79olo of time with non-disabled peers)
|7 Special class (39olo or less time with non-disabled peers)

l]

Hospital/Homebounc
(specify location)

flf nrs

l-:other

REPORT TO PARENT ON PROGRESS OF ANNUAL GOALS: The parent will be informed of the student's progress toward meeting
annual goals using the IEPlEPlServices Plan Annual Goal Progress Report as often as parents of non-disabled itudents receive report
cards.

EXTENDED SCHOOL YEAR: Does the student meet one or more of the following criteria? If yes, select each applicable area.

Regression/Recoupment

ily"r ffruo EmergingskillsBreakthrough fly", Mruo Degreeofprogress Cye.
[] y". M ruo Nature/Severity of Disabitity
M V", f, ruo
"''"'l'ii1::*******HJ*?FJy....:'jtl":l::i::lT:li"Jil********.FJ.nF.T?****************xx********

lnterfering
Speciar

Behaviors

Will the studeni be offered extended school vear?
Yes (lf Yes, complete the ESY Addendum per instructions.)
No (lf No, all areas above will be checked NO) lt' Undetermined; Reconvene lEp Committee by

l*

I

ESE

#13b (Revised 07/LO)

Original-School

Copy

s/30/2ol3

l-Parent/Adult Student Copy

2-ESE Office

Hruo

Nassau County School District
Present Levels of Educational and Functional Performance
Student Name:

Meeting Datei Lz/05/20r2

Indicate below the selected domain in which the student demonstrates a need. Present level of performance statements, measurable
annual goals, and short -term objectives or benchmarks will be developed as needed.

Domain:

ilA - Curriculum and Learning Environment
I B - Social/Emotional
ilC - tnO"pendent Functioning
ll,lD - Health care
lU

r

Date of most recent state assessment: Spring 2012
Results (levels) of most recent state assessment:

U

Not Available

Reading_ Math_ Science_ Writing_
Alternate Assessment; Reading46 Math35 Science 64 Writing3T
FCAT:

- cormunication

[__l

yes Ej ruo Is attendance

an area of concern for the student? If yes, explain,

ilyes M ruo Ir discipline an area of concern for the student?

If yes, explain.

Students 8-12th grade only:

Iy"r

ilfrfo

IgJ NA

Does the student's assessment indicate that a Level 1 course of study is needed? If yes,
provide a statement of need.

I. Provide a description below of the student relative to the domain selected

above,

A. Based on (Specific Source of Information used to identify strengths and weaknesses):
Speech Language Pathologist (SLP) Documentation ofTherapy Services, teacher/parent/therapist input, previous IEp and progress
reports

B. Strengths:
Sarah has shown an increase in her interest in including verbalizations to communicate in conjunction with eye-gaze, nodding, handselection and partner assisted scanning. She also conveys prerecorded stories using the step-by-step communicator. Sarah is able to
accurately answer questions given an array of three and sometimes four using a combination of eye-gaze, pointing and nodding, For
additional information related to communication refer to Assistive Technology supplementary page.
C. Weaknesses:

Sarah is unable to effectively express herself for emotional closeness, to communicate ideas and have wants and needs
reliant on her partner to communicate at this time,

met. Sarah

is

II' How does the student's disability affect involvement and progress in the general curriculum, or for prekindergarten children with
disabilities; how does the disability affect the child's participation in appropriate activities?
Sarah's language deficits negatively impact her ability to demonstrate mastery of information, basic needs and desires effectively and
prevent her from exchanging social information with others. Sarah is reliant on the listener to provide choices and interpret her meaning
at this time.
IIL

Describe the student's priority educational need for academic achievement:
Sarah needs to communlcate understanding of materials presented in her class and participate in classroom conversations.

IV. Describe the student's priority educational need for functional performance:
Sarah needs to communicate her desires, needs and for social closeness.

ESE

#13c (Revised 07/lO)

Original-School

Copy l-Parent/Adult

Student

Copy 2-ESE Office

Nassau County School District
Present Levels of Educational and Functionat performance
Student Name:

Meeting Datei r2/5/2OIz

Indicate below the selected domain in which the student demonstrates a need. Present level of performance
statements, measurable
annual goals, and short -term objectives or benchmarks will be developed as needed,

Domain:

MA - Curriculum

and Learning Environment

Date of most recent state assessment:

il g - sociat/Emotional
ilC - tnOependent Functioning

Results (levels) of most recent state assessment:

f]D - Health care

Alternate Assessment:

il

FCAT:

il Not Available
Reading_ Math_ Science_
Reading46 Math35 Science 64

Writing
Writing3T

e - Cor*unication

[f

vut F] ruo Ir attendance an area of concern for the student? If yes, explain.

fl

Yes

M ruo Ir discipline an area of concern for the student? If yes, explain.

Students

f]y"r fj
_
LYINA

8-lZth grade only:

rrro Does the student's assessment indicate that a Level
provide a statement of need.

I. Provide a description below of the student relative to the domain selected

1 course of study is needed?

If yes,

above.

A. Based on (Specific Source of Information used to identify strengths and weaknesses):
Unique Learning System Profile and monthly pretest/posttest performance, Florida Alteinate Assessment, IEp goal progress
reports

B. Strengths:

sarah continues to be introduced to new sight words and has participated in instruction utilizing decoding and word building
skills. she
easily recognizes 230 Dolch/Fry words that are presented in the contextof monthly curriculum. Sarah identifies
basic sight words using a
combination of eye gaze and hand swipe responses when given a field of 2 to 3 words. Sarah evidences an interest in
reading and
continues to increase her visual scanning response of text. sarah can identify the main character and can identify
the first and last
event in a story after being.assisted in reading a text. Sarah consistently recognizes numbers from one to fifty, 6arah can identify
time
to the hour and half ho.ur when given 2 analog clocks and asked to identify a glven time. Sarah can identify ioins and their
values' Sarah knows the order of the months of the year and the days of the week. Sarah is able to identify shapes and locate angles
in
a given shape.

C. Weaknesses:
Sarah's communication and physical deficits impalr her ability to consistently respond. Sarah does not consistenily
apply decoding skills
to read new words. sarah does not consistently determine the main idea when reading. Sarah does not consistently'identify
cau-se and
effect when reading. Sarah does not consistently provide written responses after readirig. In math calculation Sarah does
not
consistently identify the correct operation to solve basic facts using all 4 operations,

IL

How does the student's disability affect invo.lvement and progress in the general curriculum, or for prekindergarten
children with
disabilities; how does the disability affect the child's participation in appropriate activities?
Sarah has Rett Syndrome which results in severe expressive and receptive language impairments as well as motor impairment
which
prevent Sarah from successfully participating in the general curriculum.

III.

Describe the student's priority educational need for academic achievement:
sarah needs to increase her basic word decoding and reading comprehension skills, written language, and basic math skills in order
to
successfully participate in the access points for the Florida Sunshine State Standards.

IV. Describe the student's priority educational need for functional performance:
Sarah needs to acquire and practice basic academic skills in reading, written language, and mathematics in order to successfully

Nassau County School District
Present Levels of Educational and Functional Performance
Student Name:

Meeting Datet 12/5/2012

5

Indicate below the selected domain in which the student demonstrates a need. Present level of performance statements, measurable
annual goals, and short -term objectives or benchmarks will be developed as needed.

Domain:

ilA - Curriculum and Learning Environment
il e - Social/Emotional
HC - fnOependent Functioning
f]o-HealthCare
il r - co*runication

f]Ves M ruo Ir attendance

Date of most recent state assessment:

fl Not Available
Reading_ Math_ Science_ Writing_
Reading46 Math35 Science 64 Writing3T

Results (levels) of most recent state assessment:
FCAT:

Alternate Assessment:

an area of concern for the student? If yes, explain.

ilyes M ruo It discipline an area of concern for the student?

If yes, explain.

Students 8-12th grade only:

l-lVes f*l llo

= NA

Does the student's assessment indicate that a Level 1 course of study is needed? If yes,
provide a statement of need.

LYJ

L Provide a description

below of the student relative to the domain selected above.

A. Based on (Specific Source of Information used to identify strengths and weaknesses):
Documentation of occupational therapy services dated January 2Ol2 - November 2012,

B, Strengths:
Sarah has greatly improved her ability to assist in untying her shoes and putting on a sock. She now only needs a prompt to pull the
string to untie her shoes. She is able to use one hand to pull an adapted sock over her heel, using a loop sewn into the sock. Sarah
takes pride in independence and shows joy when she accomplishes a task. She loves bowling in prone over a peanut, and demonstrates
intentional control on a weighted ball to roll it at the bowling pins. Sarah is able to strum the strings of a guitar with either hand with
good control >75o/o of the time. She is motivated to complete difficult tasks in order to earn time to play the guitar, with total therapist
assistance to press the chords.
C. Weaknesses:
Sarah still needs maximum assistance to access the curriculum. She is able to successfully use eye gaze, but she is inconsistent in 3 and
4 choice eye gaze. She often prefers a hand swipe, but this is with poor control and gross motor pattern, as opposed to controlled reach
to select' Sarah is most successful using eye gaze, and hand selection is not a recommended first option. However, since she can
control hand movement very well while strumming the guitar, it should be a backup option if her eyes fatigue during eye gaze.

IL

How does the student's disability affect involvement and progress in the general curriculum, or for prekindergarten children with
disabilities; how does the disability affect the child's participation in appropriate activities?
Sarah has Rett Syndrome which results in severe expressive and receptive language impairments as well as motor impairment which
prevent Sarah from successfully participating in the general curriculum,

III.

Describe the student's priority educational need for academic achievement:
Sarah needs to increase her independence to access the curriculum and reliably respond to academic questions.

IV. Describe the student's priority educational need for functional performance:
Sarah needs to increase her independence to access the curriculum and reliably respond to academic questions.

Nassau County School District
Present Levels of Educational and Functional performance
Student Name:

Meeting Date= rz/slzot2

Indicate below the selected domain in which the student demonstrates a need. present level of performance statements,
measurable
annual goals, and short -term objectives or benchmarks will be developed as needed.

Domain:

ilR - Curriculum and Learning Environment
il g - Sociat/Emotional

Date of most recent state assessment:

HC - tnO"pendent Functioning

FCAT:

Reading

Math

Science

Writing

f]D - Health Care
I r - Communication

Alternate Assessment:

Reading46

Math35

Science 64

Writing 37

Results (levels) of most recent state assessment:

[]ves

Mruo Is attendance an area of concern for the student? Ifyes, explain.

flves

M

ruo

fl

Not Available

Is discipline an area of concern for the student? If yes, explain.

Students a-12th grade onlyl
Does the student's assessment indicate that a Level 1 course of study is needed?
ilyus l] No provide
a statement

lr{l NA

I. Provide a description

of need.

If yes,

below of the student relative to the domain selected above.

A. Based on (Specific Source of Information used to identify strengths and weaknesses);
Physical Therapy anecdotal logs dated from December 2011 through November 2012 as well as teacher and staff consultation

B. Strengths:

sarah has made steady progress over the past year. she can perform a floor to/from stand transition with minimal to moderate help(2550o/o)' She can walk for short distances with therapist with very close stand by assistance on a level surface. Otherwise she requires
hand hold assistance with the other hand giving gentle guidance/support at the level of her upper back. She can attain 1/2 kneeling
with
minimal to moderate help,then only minimal assistance to maintain her balance, She is able to crawl now for
steps forward with
-5-6
only moderate assistance' She maintains the all 4's or quadruped position for -3 sec. with stand by assistance. She is beginning to ride
a
Rifton tricycle for -20' at a time with minimal to moderate helo.
C, Weaknesses:

Although Sarah has made significant progress,she continues to demonstrate moderate to severe impairments in her overall motor
control,transition skills and balance/stability. She needs ongoing assistance for upright and floor level mobility skills as well as the
transitions from one position to another.(assistance noted in above section).Sarah r6quires minimal to moderate assistance for
her overall transition and mobility skills.

II'

How does the student's disability affect involvement and progress in the general curriculum, or for prekindergarten
children with
disabilities; how does the disability affect the child's participation in appropriate activities?
sarah's impairments involving her overall motor control,transitions and balance will negatively impact her ability to safely perform all
mobility within her classroom/ campus,as well as fully participate in her educational activities.

III.

Describe the student's priority educational need for academic achievement:

Not applicable

IV. Describe the student's priority educational need for functional performance:
Therefore Sarah's balance, mobility, transition skills,and overall gross motor skills need to develop and improve so that she can become
more independent and function safely in accessing her classroom and campus,as well as padicipation in adapted p.E. activities

Nassau County School District

MEASURABLE ANNUAL GOALS AND SHORT.TERM INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES OR BENCHMARKS
Student Name:
Check

Meeting Datei 12/05/2012

f]A
ile
ilC

domain/area:

- Curriculum and Learning Environment Subject:
- Social/Emotional Behavior
- Independent Functionino
f-]D - Health Care
Wle - communication

Measurable Annual Goals: Annual goals and short-term objectives or benchmarks must address the needs described on the present
Levels of Educational and Functional Performance page.

Goal

Criteria

A.

When Sarah's sensory system is in a regulated state
and she is positioned for ease of access, Sarah will
use AAC to greet/comment socially, indicate what is
wrong in 4/5 opportunities and comment on
immediate events in 3/5 opportunities,

Goal

3/5

Results/Dates

Schedule

z

2

opportunities

Criteria

Position Responsible for Data Collection

Procedures

Procedures

fl

Mastered

il

Continued

U

Not Mastered

Results/Dates

Schedule

f,

Mastered

il

Continued

U

Not Mastered

n^+^.

Speech Language Pathologist/EsE Staff

*Short Term Objectives or Benchmarks
Objective
A1.

Sarah will use AAC to greet or comment using ageappropriate expressions in social exchanges with
peers, eoucators, ano tneraprsts wnen sne recetves
assistance on 4 out of 5 opportunities.
42.
Sarah will use AAC to indicate what is wrong when
she receives assistance to navigate to her
"Something's wrong" or "I need something" page
(i.e., she is tired, needs to rest her eyes, needs a
break, needs to go for a walk, something hurts, etc,)
in 4 out of 5 opportunities.

Criteria
4/s

Procedures
2

2

opportunities

4/s

2

Results/Dates

Schedule

il

U

Mastered

ffi

Continued

Date:

il

Mastered

t

il

Continued

Date:

f,

Mastered

il

il

Continued

n^+^
vate.

il

Mastered

il

I

Continued

Date:

Not Mastered

z

opportunities

81.

A.3 Sarah will comment about immediate events
using AAC in 3 out of 5 opportunities,
82.

Not Mastered

Not Mastered

Not Mastered

Evaluation Codes:

r
r
r

Criteria for Masiery
example (e.g.9/10 times)
example (on task 20 min.)
example (e.9. 80%) how well
and over what period of time

r Other

- must be specified
within the annual goal and
short{erm objectives or
benchmarks

Procedures (describes how data will be obtained)
1. Data collection checklisvcharts
2. Documentation logs and/or anecdotal logs
3. Structured recordings
4. lnterview with student
5. Teacher-made test
6. Textbook test
7. Standardized test
8. Formal observation
9. Other - must be specified within the annual goal and
short-term objectives or benchmarks
10. Quarterly

Schedule (describes how often
performance is measured)
1. Daily
2. Weekly
3. Monthly
4. Continuously
5. By date - Specify
6. End of first Semester
7. End Second Semester
S.Other - must be specified within the
annual goal and short-term objectives
or benchmarks
L Quarterly

Nassau County School District

MEASURABLE ANNUAL GOALS AND SHORT.TERM INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES OR BENCHMARKS
Student Name:
Check

Meeting Date.

domain/area: MA - Curriculum and Learning Environment Subject:
ile - Social/Emotional Behavior

flC

12/

5

/ 20 Lz

Reading

- rnOependent Functioning

ilD-HealthCare

[f

e - cormunication

Measurable Annual Goals: Annual goals and short-term objectives or benchmarks must address the needs described on the present
Levels of Educational and Functional performance page.

Goal

Criteria

A,

Given a regulated calm body, positioned for ease of
access to an AAC tool and 3 auditory choices, Sarah
will increase phonemic awareness to decode long
vowel words.,

4outof5

Position Responsible for Data Collection

Results/Dates

5,6

B0o/o

accuracy,

Criteria

Given a regulated calm body, positioned for ease of
access to an AAC tool and an adapted book with
visual supports, Sarah will apply reading
comprehension strategies to answer literal, predictive
and evaluative questions from a field of 3.

Schedule

times with

Goal
R

Procedures

Procedures

4outof5

il

U

Mastered

t

Continued

Schedule

Not Mastered

Date:

Results/Dates

9

times with
80o/o

fl

Mastered

ffi

Continued

U

Not Mastered

accuracy,

ESE Teacher

xShort Term Objectives or Benchmarks
Objective

Criteria

41.
Given 3 auditory choices, Sarah will decode CVCC
words.

4outof5

Procedures
516

times with

A2.

4outof5

5,6

fl]

Not Mastered

Elcontinued

Date:

HlMastered

fl

B0o/o

4outof5

Given a shared reading experience, Sarah will identify times with
the main idea of a given selection.
B0o/o

5,6

J

accuracy.

4outof5

82.

Mastered

9

times with
accuracy.

81.

f,

B0o/o

accuracy.

Given 3 auditory choices, Sarah will decode CCVC
words.

Results/Dates

Schedule
J

Given a shared reading experience, Sarah will identify times with
cause and effect in a given selection.
BOo/o

5,6

U

Continued

Date:

il

Mastered

t

Not Mastered

H

Continued

t

Not Mastered

9

HlMastered

accuracy.

Not Mastered

ffi

Continued

Date:

Evaluation Codes:
Procedures (describes how data will be obtained)

Criteria for Mastery

r example (e.9. 9/10 times)
r example (on task 20 min.)
r example (e.9. 80%) how well
and over what period of time
- must be soecified
within the annual goal and
short-term objectives or
benchmarks

r Other

ESE

#13d (Revised

Lzll0)

1

Schedule (describes how often
performance is measured)

. Data collection checklisVcharts

2. Documentation logs and/or anecdotal logs

'1. Daily
2. Weekly
3. Monthly
4. Continuously
5. By date - Specify
6. End offirst Semester
7. End Second Semester
S.Other - must be specified within the
annual goal and short-term objectives
or benchmarks
9. Quarterly

3. Structured recordings
4. lnterview with student
5. Teacher-made test
6. Textbook test
7. Standardized test
8. Formal observation
9. Other ^ must be specified within the annual goal and
short-term objectives or benchmarks
10. Quarterlv

Original -

School

Copy 1

- Parent/Adult

Student

Copy 2

-

ESE Office

Nassau County School District

MEASURABLE ANNUAL GOALS AND SHORT.TERM INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES OR BENCHMARKS
Student Name:
Check

Meeting Datei L2/5/20I2

domain/area:

ilA
ile

- Curriculum and Learning Environment Subject:

- Sociat/Emotional Behavior
MC - tnOependent Functioning
fllD-HealthCare
f] e - communication
Measurable Annual Goals: Annual goals and short-term objectives or benchmarks must address the needs described on the Present
Levels of Educational and Functional Performance page,

Criteria

Goal
A.

Given an array of 3 choices, Sarah will successfully
use eye gaze or controlled hand swipe to choose an
answer,

B0%
success

Criteria

Goal

Procedures
z

Y

Procedures

t

Mastered

il

Continued

il

Not Mastered

Results/Dates

Schedule

B,

Position Responsible for Data Collection

Results/Dates

Schedule

I

Mastered

I

f,

Continued

Not Mastered

Date:

Occupational Therapist & ESE staff

xShort Term Objectives or Benchmarks
Objective

Criteria

A1.

Sarah will improve hand swipe control by increasing
strength and stability in her arms, as evidenced by
prone weight bearing for up to 3 minutes while
participating in a task.

3 of 4 trials
presented

42,
Given a writing task, Sarah will use controlled motion
to select words during errorless writing, by using
hand swipe, eye gaze or a switch.

3 of 4 trials

81.

Bof10

Given a motivating activity, Sarah will sustain her eye trials.
gaze for one second at a time.

Procedures
z

2

2

Results/Dates

Schedule

9

9

fl

Mastered

I

Continued

Date:

N

Mastered

t

t

Not Mastered

Not Mastered

flcontinued

Date:

ffi

Mastered

U

N

Continued

82.
ElMastered

Hl continued

[

Not Mastered

,r

Not Mastered

Date:

Evaluation Codes:
Criteria for Mastery

r example (e.9. 9/'10 times)
r example (on task 20 min.)
r example (e.9. 80%) how well

.

and over what oeriod of time
Other - must be soecified
within the annual goal and
short-term objectives or
benchmarks

ESE

#13d (Revised

L2/LO)

Procedures (describes how data will be obtained)
1. Data collection checklisvcharts
2. Documentation logs and/or anecdotal logs
3. Structured recordings
4. Interview with student
5. Teacher-made test
6. Textbook test
7. Standardized test
8. Formal observation
9. Other - must be specified within the annual goal and
short-term objectives or benchmarks
10. Quarterly

Original -

School

1- Parent/Adult Student
Nassau County School District
Copy

Schedule (describes how often
performance is measured)
1. Daily
2. Weekly
3. Monthly
4. Continuously
5. By date - Specifo
6. End offirst Semester
7. End Second Semester
S.Other - must be specified within the
annual goal and short-term objectives
or benchmarks
9. Quarterly

Copy 2

-

ESE Office

MEASURABLE ANNUAL GOALS AND SHORT.TERM INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES OR BENCHMARKS
Student Name:
Check

Meeting Datei

12/

5

/ 20 72

ilA
Ug

domain/area:

- Curriculum and Learning Environment Subject:
- Sociul/Emotional Behavior
MC tnO"pendent Functioning

ilo-HealthCare

il

e - Communication

Measurable Annual Goals: Annual goals and short-term objectives or benchmarks must address the needs described on the present
Levels of Educational and Functional Performance page.

Goal

Criteria
2/3 short

Sarah will demonstrate the necessary balance, motor term
control and transition and mobility skills needed for
objectives
safe negotiation of her classroom/campus as well as
padicipation in her P.E. by completing 2/3 short term
objectives.
Goal

Criteria

Procedures
2,3

Results/Dates

Schedule
3

Procedures

fl

Mastered

U

Continued

fl

Not Mastered

Date:

Results/Dates

Schedule

B.

Position Responsible for Data Collection

U

Mastered

fl

Continued

il

Not Mastered

Date:

physicat Therapy

*Short Term Objectives or Benchmarks
Objective

Criteria

Sarah will be able to perform a floor to/from stand
transition for all components with minimal assistance
2/3 opportunities

opportunities

A1.

42,
Sarah will be able to get inlout of her stroller or w/c
c/ adaptation as needed(ie a riser)c/ Contact
guard to minimal assistance 2/3 opportunities
D-t.

Sarah will be able to perform sit to stand from her
desk chair at a table with contact to minimal
assistance 2/3 opportunities

2/3

Procedures
2,3

2/3

2,3

3

3

opportunities

2/3

2,3

Results/Dates

Schedule

fl

Mastered

fl

Continued

fl

Mastered

il

Continued

ffi

U

Not Mastered

f,

Not Mastered

Mastered

U

Not Mastered

H

Continued

n^+^.
udtg,

il

Mastered

fl

il

Continued

5

opportunities

82.

Not Mastered

Evaluation Codes:
Procedures (describes how data will be obtained)

Criteria for Mastery

r example (e.9. 9/10 iimes)
r example (on task 20 min.)
r example (e.g. 80%) how well
and over what oeriod of time

r Other - must be specified

within the annual goal and
shortterm objectives or
benchmarks

1

2. Documentation logs and/or anecdotal logs

1. Daily
2. Weekly
3. Monthly
4. Continuously
5. By date - Specify
6. End of first Semester
7. End Second Semester
S.Oiher - must be specified within the
annual goal and short-term objectives
or benchmarks
9. Quartedy

3. Structured recordings

4. Interview with student
5. Teacher-made test
6. Textbook test
7. Standardized test
8. Formal observation
9. Other - must be specified within the annual goal and
short-term objectives or benchmarks
10. Quarterlv

ESE

#13d (Revised

l2/AO)

Schedule (describes how often
performance is measured)

. Data collection checklisvcharts

Original-

School

Copy 1 - Parent/Adult
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MEASURABLE ANNUAL GOALS AND SHORT.TERM INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES OR BENCHMARKS
Student Name:
Check

Meeting Datei L2/5/2012

domain/area: MA - Curriculum and Learning Environment Subject: written Language/Mathematics

ile

- Sociat/Emotional Behavior

flC
f]D

- InOependent Functioning

il

- Health care
e - Corrnunication

Measurable Annual Goals: Annual goals and short-term objectives or benchmarks must address the needs described on the present
Levels of Educational and Functional Performance page.

Goal

Criteria

A.

Given a regulated calm body, positioned for ease of
access and an AAC device for communication and
visual supports and when provided with some carrier
phrases modeled by a partner,
Sarah will write a story response (fiction) or a story

Procedures

4outof5

Schedule
9

times with

fllMastered

80o/o

fl

Goal

Criteria

B.

Position Responsible for Data Collection

f-'] Not Mastered

accuracy.

summary (nonfiction).

Given a regulated calm body, positioned for ease of
access and an AAC device for communication and
visual supports, Sarah will select and apply the
correct operation to solve single digit math facts,

Results/Dates

4outof5

Procedures
5,6

Continued

Results/Dates

Schedule
9

times with
B0o/o

accuracy.

Date:

fl

Mastered

f,

Continued

fl

Not Mastered

Date:

ESE Teacher

*Short Term Objectives or Benchmarks
Objective

Criteria

4outof5

A1.

After reading an adapted reading selection with visual times with
supports and when provided with a model, Sarah will BOo/o
write a 3 phrase summary.
accuracy.
42.
Given modeling by a partner, Sarah will engage in
free writing(adapted "scribbling") on an AAC device
for at least 10 minutes a dav.
81.
When presented with a visual representation of
a basic math fact, Sarah will select the operation
needed to determine the correct answer.

4outof5

Procedures
5,6

1

9

9

times.

4outof5
times with

5,6

J

B0o/o

accuracy.

B2.
4outof5
When presented with visual supports and three mixed times with
operation math facts, Sarah will apply the correct
80o/o
operation to determine the answer.
accuracy.

5,6

Results/Dates

Schedule

il

Mastered

f,

Continued

Date:

f,

Mastered

il

fl

Not Mastered

Not Mastered

[-rj Continued

Date:

fl

il

Mastered

Not Mastered

ffilcontinued

Date:

S

Mastered

fl

S

Continued

o
Not Mastered

Date:

Evaluation Codes:
Criteria for Mastery

r example (e.9. 9/10 times)
r example (on task 20 min.)
r example (e.9. 80%) how well
and over what period of time
- must be soecified
within the annual goal and
short{erm objectives or
benchmarks

r Other

ESE

#13d (Revised

12/LO)

Procedures (describes how data will be obtained)
1. Data collection checklisUcharts

3. Structured recordings
4. Interview with student
5. Teacher-made test
6. Textbook test
7. Standardized test
8. Formal observation
9. Other - must be specified within the annual goal and
short-term objectives or benchmarks
10. Quarterly

Original-

School

Copy 1 - Parent/Adult

Schedule (describes how often
performance is measured)
1. Daily
2. Weekly
3. Monthly
4. Continuously
5. By date - Specify
6. End offirst Semester
7. End Second Semester
8.Other - must be specified within the
annual goal and short-term objectives
or benchmarks
9. Quarterly

2. Documeniation logs and/or anecdotal logs

Student

Copy 2

- ESE Office

Nassau County School District
Assessments/Accommodations/Modifications and Documentation of Receipt
Student Name:
Instructional Standa rds
ilfollowing

Meeting Date. 12/05/2012

a Standard Academic Curriculum (general state standards)

f following a Standard Academic Curriculum with Accommodations listed below (general state standards)
H following an Alternative Curriculum based on Acce_ss Points (must meet the Alternate Assessment Participation Checklist eligibility criteria)
I following Florida School Readiness Performance Standards (pre-Kindergarten)
Student Assessment

Yes

FCAT

r,
t:
F

Florida Alternate Assessment

It'j

Stanford(gradesl&2)
Codes for Test Accommodations:

f,:

Accommodation

No

t:
#

Code(s)

I,2,3,4

1. Presentation 2. Responding (alternate response/recording) 3. Scheduling
4. setting 5. Assistive Devices 6. Paper-based test 7. other (specify in boi provided)

Alternate State Assessment - If the Florida Alternate Assessment is selected, refer to or complete the Alternate Assessment
Participation Checklist form dated ]/5/2010 and specify why the student cannot participate in the general statewide assessment.
ff Cognitive level ffi Requires extenriiJlir".iilst-ruction ffi Participates in a curriculum based on Sunshine State Standards Access
Points for all academic areas tt' Unable to master the grade-level, general state content standards with appropriate and allowable
accommodations, assistive technology, or accessible instructional materials
If the Florida Alternate Assessment is selected, complete the Notice of Student's Non-Participation in the General State
Assessment letter. Date completed L/sl2oro

INSTRUCTIONAL ACCOM MODATIONS/ MODIFICATIONS
Presentation

l*

il

ll

printed version of material f': enlppement of regular print version
large print version
Braille version tl. printed copy of directions
colored transparencies/overlays
text-to-speech technology
white noise to reduce distractions ii; verbal encouragement
speech{o{ext technology
visual cues for test instructions f- visual cues on answer form $* extra samples for practice*
{_ computerized version of test |7 auditory presentation of materials tr*. signeri
provide written notes/outlines* {- visual attention enhancer (pointer, etc.l ffi others Noise Canceling Headphones

I
I

I

I

f:

f

Respondinq

f*
I
,

l?

dictation to a proctor{tape recorder ff answers on test paper ff *monitoring for correct mgIEng of answers tl specially lined paper
Brailled responses I gridded paper to organLe computation I writing ggide for legbility I speech-to{ext technology
alternative keyboards, pointing devices, etc. I'r communication devices I abacus I no penalty for poor spelling/penmanship*
oihers Notices

Schedulin

ffi

flexibte timing

ffi

extended time

{fi

frequent breaks

ffi t"ting

Settino

It'

F

the test in several brief periods l*A others

f:

alter physical room arr€rngement ffr individualismall group
adaptive/ggecial furniture
increased/decreased opportunity for movement
preferential seating
others

ff

f

#

environment with reduced stimuli (carrel, etc.)

(,eneral

f[]

n""r. tutoring- 17 daily/weekly reports to parents tl modify homework/classwork/tests* lfi cueing student to siay on task
refer to Positive Behavior Intervention Plan (dated)
fr modified curriculum and materials or grading criteria for general state standards

il:

specialized methodology for generalization of social sf<iffs N] otners

Note: The following initiation date, duration date, frequency, and location apply to each accommodation/modification listed above unless otherwise specified

Initiation Date:

l2/O5/20t2

Duration Date

|2/O5/2OL3

Frequency: daily (as

needed)

Location: across all settinos

I understand that the checked items that have an asterisk (*) are recommended for classroom instruction, but will not be permitted on
standardized assessments. lf any of these items have been checked, parents must give permission to allow accommodations/modifications to be
used in the classroom,
Parent Signature of Permission
lf parent does not attend and sign permission during IEP meeting, two attempts must be made to get permission
Send a copy of this page home and file in the cumulative records upon retum.

Date

Written notice sent home bv:

Date:

Written notice sent home bv:

Date:

mentation of Accommodations/ Modifications/ Receipt

Docu

Na meJones

NameTompkins
NameBozeman

Name
ESE

Position Music
Position PE
Position Media
Position

#13e (Revised L2/fO)

Date12/6/2Ot2
Date12/6/2Or2
Date12/6/2012
Date

Original-School

Name
Name
Name
Name

Position
Position
Position
Position

Copy 1-Parent/Adult Student

Date.
Date.
Date.

Date

Copy 2-ESE Office

Nassau County School District
SUPPLEMENTARY PAGE

Date:

Student Name:
Purpose or area of

concern:

I2/5/20r2

Specially Designed Physical Education

Sarah exhibits significant motor system impairment significantly impacting her trunk and extremities as a result of Rett Syndrome,
Due to these impairments, Sarah requires accommodations and modifications of physical education activities in order to successfully
participate with her peers.
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Student Name:
Purpose or area of

Date:

concern:

L2/5/20L2

Additional Staff Support

One on one personal assistance will be provided to support Sarah for:

1) Personal care including toileting, eating, and ambulation

2) Instructional support for communication and participation utilizing assistive technology and adaptive materials as directed by the
lead teacher and related service providers.

ESE

3) Additional physical support during specially designed physical education class delivered within a co-taught general education class
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Date:

Student Name:
Purpose or area of concern:

r2/5/20t2

Assistive Technology

Since her previous IEP dated I2/7/20tL, Sarah has been exposed to multiple assistive technology devices to address independent
participation in the classroom curriculum.
Tools:

During daily classroom activities Sarah is using a 2,3, or 4 choice eye gaze selection system, Sarah also makes choices using hand
selection, The teacher is using multiple options to present choices to Sarah. (ex. Dry eraie board, hand selection, pictures,
word/letter/number cards), Sarah continues to use a big mack step by step message switches to participate in home to school
communication and classroom activities,
Tasks:

Sarah participates with questioning all classroom activities. During question and answer sessions for instruction, She uses eye gaze
selection to participate with answering questions. During academics, She is given an array of 2 to 4 choices on the dry erase board, or
with alpha-numeric cards presented on the table, She has good reliability with 2 choices. Sarah should continue to be empowered
through this medium to participate during instructional time. IEP team determined (L2/5/2012) that continued emphasis and monitoring
needs to be placed on Sarah's development of sustained eye-gaze response.
Previously last school year in 20tI-20t2, Sarah had a trial with eye gaze technology, using the Tobii C12 device on loan from FDLRSTSLL' Although Sarah demonstrated some success in activating her choices through eye gaze, she did not like using the device and did

not consistently demonstrate success. It was recommended by the IEP team thatthis avenue of communication should be tried again.

On t2/3/12Susann' :EducationSpecialistcameto' Elementaryandmetwiththeschool basedlEPteamtoreview/trial

Sarah's ability to utilize the Tobii eye gaze as a communication system. A Tobii eye gaze system has been ordered from the AT loan
library to trial her participation using the device in combination with her existing communication system. The following were suggested
goals developed during the consultation visit with Mrs. I

objective 1: when Sarah's sensory system is in a regulated state and she is positioned for ease of access, Sarah will use her AAC system
(low tech to high tech) to greet or comment using age-appropriate expressions in social exchanges with peers, educators, and therapists

when she receives assistance in navigating to the appropriate selections on 4 out of 5 opportunities.

Objective 2: when the Sarah's sensory system is in a regulated state and she is positioned for ease of access, Sarah will use her AAC
system to indicate what is wrong when she receives assistance to navigate to her"something's wrong" or "I need something" page (i.e.,
she is tired, needs to rest her eyes, needs a break, needs to go for a walk, something hurts, etc.) in 4 out of 5 opportunities
Objective 3:, when the Sarah's sensory system is in a regulated state and she is positioned for ease of access, Sarah will comment about
immediate events using her AAC system in 3 out of 5 opportunities.
Also trialed last school year was Classroom Suite. Currently the system is not able to be run do to technical difficulties with memory
storage. These difficulties are being addressed. Once the software is available it is recommended it be utilized. It is recommended that
this should be implemented for about 10 minutes per day, making a fun activity. To continue using this, as well as games with peers, to
encourage Sarah to use the dedicated scanning with the keyboard. The para professional will be responsible for implementing this
activity, following consult with the teacher regarding game options to involve peers.

The LATS specialist will support access to variety of AT equipment and materials. The teacher will use the equipment and materials
during the school day. The para professional will consult with the teacher to faciliate the use of the assistive technology system in the
school day. Using data collection the teacher and paraprofessional will monitor Sarah's use of AAC system.
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